
COURSE TITLE : WOOD PRODUCTS III
COURSE CODE : 4119
COURSE CATEGORY    : A
PERIODS/WEEK : 4
PERIODS/SEMESTER     : 72
CREDITS : 4

TIME SCHEDULE

MODULE TOPIC PERIODS
I Fiber board – classification

Properties and uses
18

II Chipping
Chip Storage
Pulping

18

III Mat formation
Insulation board
Hard board

18

IV Testing of fibre board
Calender particle board

18

TOTAL 72

OBJECTIVES

MODULE I
1.1.0 Understand the fiber board, its classification, uses and manufacture

1.1.1 Define fiber board insulation board MDF and hard board
1.1.2 State the history and development of fiber board
1.1.3 State the classifications of fiber board
1.1.4 State the modified wood raw materials
1.1.5 Describe the non wood fibrous raw materials

1.2.0 Justify properties and uses of different types of fiber board
1.2.1 List the properties of semi rigid insulation board, rigid insulation board, different type

of hard boards/
1.3.0 Understand General outline of fiber board manufacture

1.3.1 Describe the schematic outline of fiber board manufacturer using wet, semi dry and
dry process.

MODULE II
2.1.0 Understand Chipping

2.1.1 State the need of chipping
2.1.2 Describe different types of chippers used in FB manufacture
2.1.3 Describe magnetic separation  and screening of fibers
2.1.4 State storage of chips and the importance of the M.C of chips during storage.
2.1.5 State the need of wetting of chips.
2.1.6 Describe the moisture content of chip before pulping

2.2.0 Understand the basic pulping process

2.2.1 List the four basic pulping processes.
2.2.2 Describe ground wood pulping by pocket grinders.
2.2.3 Describe ground wood pulping by magazine type grinders.
2.2.4 Discuss chemical pulping by rotary drum digester



2.2.5 Explain thermo mechanical process.



UNIT III
3.1.0 Understand the importance of mat formation

3.1.1 Describe the importance of mat formation.
3.1.2 List methods of mat formation .
3.1.3 Discuss the mat formation by duccle box.
3.1.4 Discuss the mat formation by cylinder method,Fourdrinier method

3.2.0 Understand the manufacture of insulation board

3.2.1 Draw and describe the block diagram of manufacture
3.2.2 Describe sizing of in insulation stock.
3.2.3 Discuss the mat formation
3.2.4 Describe drying
3.2.5 Describe trimming and finishing.

3.3.0 Understand  the hard board.
3.3.1 Draw the block diagram of hardboard manufacture.
3.3.2 Describe the sizing.
3.3.3 Describe the mat formation and Pressing.
3.3.4 Describe oil tempering, heat treatment, Humidification.

MODULE IV
4.1.0 Understand testing of fiber board.
4.1.1 The important  testing methods of fiber boards.
4.1.2 State the standard test results of M D F ,Hardboard.
4.2.0 Understand Calender particle board.
4.2.1 Describe the method of manufacture.
4.2.2 Describe with diagram – Mende-Bison continues belt system

COURSE CONTENT

MODULE I

Fiber board-introduction, ISO and FAO definitions, classification, history and development.
Properties and uses of different types of fiber boards- rigid insulation board, semi rigid insulation
board, standard hard board, medium density hard board and special density hard boards. General
outline of  fiber board manufacture using wet , semidry and dry process. Modified wood raw materials
and non-wood fibrous raw materials. Debarking of wood- ( -brief descriptions)

MODULE II
Chipping of wood, need of chipping, different types of chippers (list and brief ideas only).  Screening,
storing.   Chip moisture content, wetting of chips. Pulping process-ground wood pulping- chemical
pulping, explosion or masonite process, thermal - mechanical or defibrator process.chemical-
mechanical pulping process

MODULE III
Mat formation- Deckle box method, cylinder method , fourdrinier method. Block diagram of
insulation board manufacture , sizing, mat formation drying, trimming and finishing Block diagram of
hard board manufacture ,  sizing, mat formation , pressing, trimming, finishing.

MODULE IV
Properties ,testing and uses of hard board and MDF. Standard test results of MDF and hard



board.Calender Particle Board –Manufacturing-Properties and Testing.
.


